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Since 

there 

are not 

many 

quilt 

shows 

this 

year, 

we have 

decided 

to bring 

the 

specials 

to you. 

For the 
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August, 
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inventory 
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NB: I make a 

template of this 

grey area from 

cardboard to mark 

fabric for cutting 

out 

First Foldline 

for outer piece 

Cut 1 of Outside Fabric, Cut 1 of Inside Outer Fabric both at 11.25” x 7.5”. 

Press wrong sides together, with the outer fabric on top. 

Cut 1 piece of lining fabric 10.25” x 10.25”. Fold in half, wrong sides together and 

press. Place cut edge against top edge of outer fabric. Aligning side edges with 

placement lines. 

Cut 1 piece of lining fabric 10.25” x 5.5”. Fold in half, wrong sides 

together and press. Place cut edge against Bottom edge of outer 

fabric. Aligning side edges with placement lines. 

 

Approximate level for opening 

of filter pocket 



Once Fabrics are stacked on top of each other, cut through all layers of fabrics, so that the grey areas from the outside of the template are cut 

away. You may prefer to paste your template onto cardboard, then trim away the grey areas from the template and then trace the finished 

template onto the stacked fabrics.   

Pin layers together then cut with scissors. 

 

Sew a ¼” line from the outside of all edges through all layers.  Trim the excess fabrics from the four outer 

pointed corners. ( curved arrows) 

Turn right sides out and press well. 

Fold and press ¼” on the first foldline for the outer pieces, at the straight side edges. 

 

• If you are putting in a wire nose piece, cut a 3 ½” piece of covered wire and push against the seam centering at the top edge. 

 

                                                                         Topstitch the outer edge 1/8” or less from the edge, at the sides top stitch the first folded edge.   

                                                                         Box the Outer edges of the wire as shown. 

        

            Fold Sides in 5/8” on the second foldine and secure with pins. Stitch this folded edge down. 

            Fold top and bottom edges towards the centre, on the foldlines. Press well. 

            Mark the last topstitching lines 1 ¼” in from both sides. 

Topstitch on the fold lines and along the 1 ¼” marked lines through all layers. 

Thread a shoe lace or t-shirt tie through side openings with the loop at the bottom. 

Thread both ends of the ties towards which are to the top of head through a bead which acts as a stopper for adjusting. 

                                                                                                     


